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Minutes of the 4EF Meeting 
Wednesday 22nd May 2019 

 
 

 Present 
Residents: Pam, Arthur, Glen, Deidre, Maggie, Jackie, Eliza, Maureen, Roy, Ahmed 
OHG: 
Advisor: Mike 

 

 Apologies: Candida, Heidi, Jill, Danny, Lesley, Kim, Fabian, Jenny, Juliet 
 

 

 Minutes – agreed  

   

 Advisor’s Report – see attached   

1.  Alice Shepherd has no structural problems so could be refurbished if residents wanted.   

2.  Oak has an empty flat and so there can be an intrusive investigation.  

3.  OH is happy to let residents have the Asbestos survey report.  

   

4.  Steering Groups are still waiting for a revised draft time-line to show what will happen in 
what order and with a possible time frame.  

 

   

5.  Resident Charter Questions – Paul has sent a draft of the answers to Mike and these are 
being revised and edited at the moment. They may be available for discussion at the next 
meeting. 

 

6.  The 4EF can explore the range of deals that have been available to London Leaseholders 
and Tenants to make sure the Steering Groups have all the information they need to 
make a decision about the deal they are offered.  

 

7.  The Camden Option appraisal is being done with a scoring system of priorities so the 4EF 
and SGs need to make sure we are all engaged in making sure our scoring matrices reflect 
residents’ values,  or just those of OH. 

 

8.  The Camden resident advisor is the same advisor helping Bellamy Close and Byng st.  

   

 SCS Survey Questions  

9.  Another 6 questions have been answered.   

10.  Mike will circulate the updated SCS document   
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11.  Some of the answers refer to loss of records and documents which is concerning – how 
can we depend on any information about current proposals and maintenance /capital 
/major works if important records are not securely secured and accessible. How is this 
being addressed? 

 

   

 Meeting with Steering Groups   

12.  After the RAs are in post we will ask the SG’s if they want to meet. They should all be in 
post by the end of June. 

 

   

 AOB  

13.  Joint Ventures – should we ask OH to rule this out as an option?  

14.  There are concerns that our land would be used to generate profits for private 
enterprises when this may not be necessary. 

 

15.  Sometimes having the flexibility of the experience or resources of another developer can 
have advantages. 

 

16.  While in principle we would like to maximise the amount of social housing and hopefully 
OH would would be developing the expertise in house to manage projects like these, 
there may be circumstances where some flexibility may be advantageous. 

 

   

 AOB  

17.  OH has been approaching Leaseholders in the “Conversation” Blocks about purchasing 
their properties so OH can reduce its costs when buying out leaseholders in the event of 
a redevelopment.   

 

   

18.  Other suggestions for consideration:  

19.  Residents could be involved in the building work – eg self build project  

20.  Resident Steering groups could appoint and be responsible for the Clerk of Works to 
ensure that work is done to a good standard. 

 

   

 Next agenda   

 Resident Charter Questions  

 Camden Option Appraisal (and Matrix)  
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